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Summaryy and main conclusions 

Spectrumm distribution: overview 

Thiss thesis examines the legal and economic aspects of the problems involved in 
frequencyy spectrum distribution. Frequencies are used for the wireless 
communicationn of signals (e.g. mobile telecommunications). The first part of the 
thesiss is an introduction to the subject and an explanation of its objectives and 
structure. . 

Thee second part of the thesis discusses the technical and economic aspects of 
thee spectrum as well as the government involvement in spectrum use. The 
technicall  chapter explains that frequencies have properties that vary according 
too the wavelength. This causes them to meet the specifications required by radio 
servicess to a greater or lesser extent. Over the years, the techniques for using 
frequenciess have developed to such an extent that the transmission capacity 
generatedd has strongly increased for certain frequency bands. 

Thee next chapter highlights the economic aspects of the distribution of the 
spectrum.. In view of the (reconstructed) government's objectives and the shift 
inn policy towards a government that increasingly relies on the market, the 
discussionn involves on the one hand the government's instruments for the 
assignmentt of spectrum rights and, on the other hand, the redistribution of 
thosee rights on the secondary market. The price mechanism is considered to be 
thee first best solution, although a qualitative selection may be preferable in 
certainn circumstances. 

Thee last chapter of the second part reflects the evolution of the government's 
interferencee in the spectrum from a factual and legal background The history of 
spectrumm use shows how the government soon took control of regulating that 
use.. The government's consideration was that it needed to intervene to ensure a 
well-orderedd use. In addition, the realisation that the spectrum was a valuable 
instrumentt in terms of strategy and communications prompted individual 
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nationall  governments to assume control over their 'national' spectrums. The 
resultingg regulation was effected by the assignment of licences. The discussion 
off  the underlying rationale and the nature of the licences is followed by a 
discussionn of the current transition in policies. The main problems in that 
contextt are, firstly, how to respect rights that have already been granted, and 
secondly,, the (competition) problems involved in opening up the market and 
changingg the policy instruments. 

Thee third part of the thesis focuses on the legal framework that applies to 
spectrumm distribution. The first chapter of this part deals with the global 
framework.. The traditional influence of the International Telecommunications 
Unionn (TTU) is particularly prominent in the field of spectrum allocation. In 
additionn to offering a framework for making allocation arrangements, the ITU 
registerss the rights of use that are nationally assigned. The more recent 
expansionn of the World Trade Organization's (WTO) working field to include 
telecommunicationss services could have more specific implications for the 
organisationn of the national spectrum policy. Requirements apply firsdy to the 
proceduress for the allocation and use of the spectrum (objective, timely, 
transparentt and non-cUscrirninatory) and secondly to the criteria and procedures, 
technicall  standards and licence requirements concerning the tele-
communicationss services covered by the arrangements. The implications of 
nationall  spectrum policies can, if necessary, be challenged in dispute settlement 
procedures. . 

Subsequently,, attention is drawn to the European Union. The EU policies, with 
regardd to both telecommunications and the spectrum, have been a major 
incentivee for the policy changes that occurred in the past decade. The markets 
forr wireless services were liberalised, and a framework for the assignment of 
licencess was implemented. Although licences for radio services are still allowed 
andd a licence fee can be asked, the assignment procedures are now subject to 
specificc guarantees. In addition, European policies have been an important 
factorr for the policy discretion of national governments in regulating the 
competitionn law problems involved in opening up the telecommunications 
marketss and the transition between the assignment mechanisms. 

Finally,, the Dutch policies and the transition towards a more market-oriented 
policyy are discussed In the Netherlands, state-owned PTT was separated from 
thee government in 1989. That created the need - partly imposed by European 
directivess - to separate policy tasks (allocated to the government) from 
operationall  tasks (allocated to the telecommunications monopolist). As new 
playerss entered the market, it also transpired that policy was needed to regulate 
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thee new market order, starting with rules for the access of new players to the 
market. . 

Thee assignment of rights of use became an even more important step when the 
spectrum'ss financial value started to be a conspicuous factor. In 1998, the 
auctionn instrument was tried in the Netherlands for the first time. It marked a 
turningg point in the development of spectrum policies. 

Conclusions s 

Onee objective of this survey was to describe the principal trends and 
developmentss in the field of spectrum policies, both nationally and 
internationally.. It emerged that the policies - propelled by practical 
developmentss - have gradually become more transparent, offering a basis for a 
moree competitive market of telecommunications services. 

Furthermore,, the developments in regulations have gradually come closer to 
thosee in the field of fixed telecommunications services. As a result of European 
encouragement/pressure,, the grounds for regulatory restrictions on the latter 
categoryy of services have been reduced to regulations on (physical) constraints 
(numbers,, excavation rights). When it comes to mobile services, national 
governmentss have so far been allowed more discretion in view of the scarcity of 
spectrum.. In the years to come, that discretion is likely to be reduced, which 
eventuallyy could lead to a pure rationing of the spectrum (pure, in the sense that 
noo substantive selection criteria will be applied) or even to the creation of 
preconditionss for the market that will perform the task of rationing. For the 
reasonss discussed in this thesis, this scenario does not rule out intervention by 
thee government through reserving the spectrum (or purchasing it, which would 
bee more transparent) for services which it regards as specific tasks of the 
governmentt (collective goods or merit goods). Neither does it mean that the 
benefitss of standardisation and interoperability ensuing from allocation 
arrangementss will disappear. On the contrary, such conditions of use do not 
needd to affect a transparent rationing (by the government or the market). 

AA condition for further transparency is a sound and well-considered wording of 
thee rights to be issued. As the stakes are getting higher, the battle to mark off 
rightsrights will become fiercer. A clear establishment of the government's primacy to 
managee and issue spectrum rights, rules that govern the termination of rights, 
anyy amendment to the spectrum allocation plan (whether or not due to 
Europeann decision-making), any extension of rights of use and rules aimed at 
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makingg unequal competitive positions more even, all of this requires an explicit 
basis. . 

Inn addition, it is important to have a clear policy for the regulation of 
competitionn on the markets to be entered by spectrum right holders. Uneven 
positionss in the market will in the near future still lead to problems, on the one 
hand,, due to the questions they raise on equal opportunities in the market, and 
onn the other hand, due to the risk that dominant positions are misused. 

Thee principal conclusions of this study are listed below. 

 It is important to provide greater clarity on the control relationships 
concerningg the spectrum. This is to prevent future problems regarding the 
extension,, termination, amendment and reissue of spectrum rights (for 
thesee purposes, the government will also have to observe the requirements 
off  reasonableness and fairness and the general principles of proper 
administration). . 

 Given the objective of efficiency that has emerged from the policy change, 
thee time has come to reassess the grounds for intervening in the spectrum 
markett (including for instance a clear assessment framework on reservations 
forr public services). The spectrum could be treated more like other 
resources,, where the government participates as an ordinary player on the 
market.. Regular verification will clarify the need to keep reservations at the 
requiredd level (this requires an ex ante impartial assessment framework). The 
governmentt can be made aware of the value of the spectrum used by means 
off  levies. 

 On the basis of the same efficiency objective, the possibility of introducing 
leviess should not be rejected in case an auction is deemed unnecessary or 
impossible. . 

 As the market will increasingly control the distribution of the spectrum, it 
shouldd be taken into account that the allocation process should also become 
moree market-oriented and evolve from a technical management process to a 
topicall  policy process. The problem of refarming could perhaps also be 
resolvedd by market-orientation, ie. by newcomers buying out existing users. 
Pointss of focus in remodelling the allocation will be the stability of the value 
off  the spectrum in view of the necessary investments in certain technologies 
andd whether the advantages of standardisation (positive external effects) 
andd interoperability outweigh the disadvantage of inflexibility . 
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 The policy transition, or rather the transition between different types of 
assignmentt mechanisms raises the legal issue of equal treatment in granting 
accesss to the market. In principle, equal competitors are entitled to equal 
treatment,, provided that innovation of the spectrum policy is not unduly 
hindered. . 

 The market transition from a monopoly to a market with competitors 
involvess the issue of the level playing field. If correction of inequalities is 
desired,, the difficulty lies in choosing the right instrument When a 
convergencee occurs with the problem of the transition between two 
assignmentt mechanisms - resulting in a financially more burdensome access 
proceduree (auction) for newcomers - a correction by levies afterwards does 
nott seem the most suitable instrument. Although levies afterwards may add 
too equal treatment, the question arises what effect they have on equal 
competitivee opportunities. A more suitable instrument for correction could 
bee to find the right balance between the rights and the obligations adhering 
too the right of use. 

 In view of the above-mentioned transition problems and the increasing 
convergencee on the markets for services, the need for a more uniform 
policyy becomes more apparent and positions of exception will be more 
difficultt to defend (in particular if there are opportunities for competition 
betweenn different handling services). It is an argument in favour of 
improvingg the alignment between the assignment policies and the wording 
off  the licences (for example, in terms of length, scope, etc.). 

Inn determining the supply on the spectrum market, with respect to allocation, 
thee assignment as well as the wording of licences, it is important to exercise 
moree control on the government's market power (which would argue in favour 
off  determination by an independent body such as OPTA, the Dutch regulatory 
bodyy for telecommunications). 
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